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Pacific-Slope Flycatcher at Palmyra Cove
On October 26, 2019, Matt Jewell and I were birding at 

Palmyra Cove Nature Park (NP), Burlington County, New 
Jersey. The park sits along the Delaware River just south of 
the Tacony-Palmyra Bridge. We were joined in the morn-
ing by Terry Lodge. In the afternoon I saw a “yellow-bel-
lied” Empidonax flycatcher low in a tangle. I quickly alerted 
Matt and Terry. All of us had brief but unsatisfactory looks. 
Terry was able to snap a couple of photos. The bird disap-
peared and we were unable to find it again despite consid-
erable searching. When we examined the photos that Terry 
took, the head and the wings of the bird were blocked by 
branches and foliage so an ID could not be determined.

Two weeks later on November 9, I returned to the park 
and was birding with Jim Schill. We had a very good day 
and as we were heading back to the parking lot we saw 
a few small passerines ahead of us along the path. We 
quickly spotted a “yellow-bellied” Empidonax  perched on 
some Japanese knotweed. Jim quickly got his camera out 
and snapped multiple photos. We both observed the bird 
for a few minutes with binoculars and also a scope before 
it moved off into the woods. After discussion and photo examination we both concluded the bird was either a 
Pacific-slope or Cordilleran Flycatcher, and alerted others. Luckily the bird remained in the general area and was 
refound and seen by many other birders over the next several weeks until mid-December. 

Audio recordings and examination of hundreds of photos proved the bird to be a Pacific-slope Flycatcher, the 
first fully documented record of that species for New Jersey. The only prior “record” for the state was a Western 
Flycatcher seen at Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) on November 16, 1981. Western Flycatcher was split 
into Pacific-slope and Cordilleran Flycatcher by the American Ornithologists’ Union (AOU) in 1989 and it was 
never determined which of the two species the Forsythe NWR bird was. On reflection, the Empidonax  flycatcher 
seen by Matt, Terry, and me on October 26 was probably the same bird but there is no way to conclusively prove 
that. All in all, the Pacific-slope Flycatcher remained at Palmyra Cove NP from November 9 to December 14 — a 
total of 36 days. 

Tom Bailey 
Tabernacle, NJ

Long-Staying Harris’s Sparrow in Bucks County
On November 23, 2019, I was sitting at my desk which faces a window to my backyard where I have bird feed-

ers. I saw a bird out there which was on the larger side for a sparrow with a very dark head. Luckily, he stayed 
around long enough for me to get a picture of him and with my Merlin App determined it was a Harris’s Sparrow. 
I did not look much further before posting it on a PA Birds Facebook page asking for a confirmation of the iden-
tity. I got a flurry of interest saying it was a very rare sighting and that the bird should not be in Pennsylvania. That 

Pacific-slope Flycatcher. Photo by Jim Schill.
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made me very happy, and I was excited that he was a 
daily visitor in my yard up until just about Mother’s 
Day of 2020. What a wonderful pandemic visitor! He 
was a little bit of sunshine in the dreary days of lock-
downs. He was always alone and a very quick ground 
feeder. He generally chased other birds away from his 
space. Once spring came, he loved to sing! After the 
holiday I always put my cut Christmas tree in the yard 
to give the birds cover and although I could not tell 
where he roosted for the evening he must not have 
gone far, because I never saw him fly away, and quite 
often he would be seen coming back out from under 
the Christmas tree. 

I received a few requests from people wanting to 
come see him and agreed to only a few because people 
would have to come in my house or in my backyard to 
view him. I started some really nice relationships that 

way with some really nice birdwatchers and I learned a lot from these folks! I was especially happy when later 
in the spring a priest from my church who is a huge birdwatching fan was able to stop by. As per his predictable 
ways, Mr. Harris, as we affectionately called him, came out and strutted his stuff right below the window for him! 
I must say, out of a handful of visitors I invited, I only had one who did not get a glimpse of this wonderful little 
fellow. I hope he flew up, way up, north and found a lovely mate. The following winter I was hoping to see him 
again, but he did not return.

Anne Edwards 
Bensalem, PA

Lifer Snow Buntings in Sussex, Delaware
On January 22, 2020, I spent a day birding in Delaware trying to tick off several species for my Billings Big 

Year list. It was quite interesting having chosen what became the beginning of the pandemic for my first big 
year, but that is another story. A target species 
that I was especially excited to find was the 
Snow Bunting. While not as rare as the Black-
headed Gull that I picked up on the same trip, 
Snow Buntings have always charmed me and I 
had never seen them before. So, I made a stop 
at Fowler Beach where the buntings had been 
reported on eBird with fair consistency. 

It was not an especially easy search. There 
was a biting wind and I had a difficult walk 
over a length of dry sand. Even worse, though 
there had been plenty of birds along the road 
to the beach, several stretches of the beach 
and bay were almost entirely devoid of avian 
life. With such barren sights, it can be easy 
to despair of ever finding your target. Still, I Snow Buntings. Photo by Victoria Sindlinger.

Harris's Sparrow. Photo by Anne Edwards.
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scontinued on and finally saw a flock of small pale birds fly up from the sand, birds that I knew in my heart could 
only be Snow Buntings. 

They were surprisingly elusive at first, as the birds, so visible in flight, would vanish the instant they landed. 
Before too long, however, I found them foraging on the sand along with several Horned Larks nearby. The birds 
were calm enough in my presence that I could approach close enough for satisfying looks. This was when the 
magic really began. 

As I was standing there, the larks and buntings flew up again, this time over and around me. The Snow Bun-
tings looked like a gentle snowfall with each flake as a beautiful bird. The Horned Larks were calling in flight, and, 
though simple, their sounds were so beautiful and musical to me. The experience reminded me of a line from a 
favorite classical song: “Hör’ wie in blauen Lüften: Das Chor der Lerchen singt” — listen, in the blue sky the choir 
of larks is singing. To me, this line has evoked an image of a sublime, and perhaps rather unattainable, moment 
in a European meadow with birds skylarking above me. Yet here I was, experiencing it on a beach in Delaware in 
January. I later wrote my own line to capture the outing in a poem about especially beautiful birding experiences: 
“I have seen a snowstorm of sand-feathered buntings.” 

Victoria Sindlinger (age 15 at the time of this experience)
Philadelphia, PA

Clapper Rail Along the Delaware River in Philadelphia
During the early months of the COVID-

19 outbreak in 2020, I had the luxury to 
spend my days away from the workplace. I 
used much of that freedom birding the east 
tree line of Weccacoe playground, snapping 
blurry photographs of migrating warblers 
from the safety and comfort of my deck chair. 
Other times, I was to be found along the west 
bank of the Delaware River, skulking in the 
fields of my favorite and most-frequented 
birding patch.

The Delaware River Trail south of Wash-
ington Avenue is a paved path along the 
riverbank, meandering through swaths of 
undeveloped plots, both public and private. 
On eBird, the ‘Delaware River Trail–Reed St.’ 
hotspot is typically used as a catchall location 
to encompass that stretch of trail from the Washington Avenue Green south to Pier 68, both formerly abandoned 
landings recently converted into public spaces. Between these parks lie eight derelict piers, claimed now by sumac 
and phlox, by milkweed and dogwood, and by soggy remains of vagrant camps. Maritime sounds are supplanted 
by river-flanked expressways and eastbound flights banking south for westward approaches. It was upon a con-
crete outcrop of one said pier that I garnered my look at the Clapper Rail on the morning of April 19.

Emerging onto the outcrop from a tunneled path through dense foliage, my attention was drawn immediately 
southeast towards a pair of Canada Geese squawking on the river. Having watched an interloper goose shooed 
away, I then scanned toward the shore and saw another bird in the water (8:25 am). I recall exclaiming to myself, 

Clapper Rail. Photo by Adam Zahm.
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“Merganser!” after glimpsing the rail’s beak, as it quickly, if not frantically, swam toward the river’s edge away 
from the commotion. I took my first photograph of the bird and then laid face down on the slab in hopes of 
not scaring it further. Once out of the water, the bird was very clearly a rail, with its long thin beak and huge 
unwebbed feet.

The riverbank at this location is a levee wall of varying height above the waterline depending on the tide. For-
tunately for the rail, the water was low enough that morning to expose a ledge running parallel to the river that 
formed a series of cubbies with adjoining vertical pillars. The bird exited the water up onto the ledge, giving me 
the opportunity to take a number of additional photographs. An early morning, mid-spring sun provided suit-
able lighting of what would be a darkened recess by midday. It became evident the bird did not wish to reenter 
the water. Instead, it studied the adjacent muddy logs forming the ledge, at one point fluttering to a new perch. 
The rail spent five minutes in these cubbies before finally hopping back into water and disappearing downstream 
under the adjacent pier (8:30 am).

Regrettably, I did not appreciate the significance of this sighting for several hours. Despite my inexperience, I 
knew this bird was a King, Clapper, or Virginia Rail (thanks in large part to my participation in Fantasy Birding, 
a wonderful experience that served as the inspiration for me to begin birding and one that I continue to enjoy 
today). This fact alone would have alerted a more seasoned birder to their extraordinarily good fortune. Indeed, 
the sighting remains the only rail to be reported at this hotspot, which currently ranks sixth in Philadelphia 
County for species diversity at 192 according to eBird. In hindsight, I should have followed the rail, keeping it in 
view while posting the sighting so that others may have gotten a look. Instead, I ventured off to find other birds, 
continuing my outing until almost noon. It was then that I reviewed my photographs and concluded it was a 
Clapper Rail.

Although extremely rare, a sighting of this species in Philadelphia is not unprecedented. Birds — likely dis-
oriented and exhausted migrants — were found in various corners of the city in 1956, twice in 1958, 1993, and 
2013. In 2002, another individual was seen approximately 20 miles to the northeast in Bristol, Pennsylvania. The 
remainder of observations occur well downriver, to the south of Wilmington, Delaware where the river begins its 
transition into the Delaware Bay. Analogous observations have been made on the Hudson north of Manhattan: at 
Ossining in 1925, at the Great Vly Wildlife Management Area near Catskill, New York in 2015 (100 miles upriver 
from Hudson Bay), and most recently at Inwood Hill Park in 2019.

The odds of this particular bird being spotted were certainly improved due to the time I was able to spend in 
the area that spring. Let’s hope it does not take another deadly pandemic to produce Philadelphia County’s next 
Clapper Rail sighting. Let’s also hope this rail made its way to friendlier waters, away from our polluted waterway 
full of floating plastic patches, away from territorial geese and the clattering of my mechanical shutter.

Adam Zahm
Salt Lake City, UT

Vermilion Flycatcher at John Heinz NWR
Fall 2020 was an interesting time for birding, particularly at John Heinz NWR, where Hurricane Isaias had 

recently caused severe flooding and closed areas around the impoundment for several weeks. I picked up birding 
during quarantine times in the summer of 2020. It was a perfect solo hobby; ravenously getting bird photos on 
my own and then studying possibilities at home if I did not recognize the species. On Friday, October 9, I came 
across a group of people with binoculars at Heinz, and having never birded with anyone else before, asked if I 
could join in. 
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Nearing the elevated platform, a woman pointed 
out a bright reddish-orange bird all the way across the 
“first horseshoe.” The leader speculated that it could 
be a tanager. We all admired it from a distance, and 
before long, the bird worked its way into the center 
of the horseshoe. It perched and hunted, perched and 
hunted, until finally I was able to get a relatively clear 
picture. I could see that the small bill and wing bars 
ruled out a tanager and tried to convince the group 
that it could be something else. Vermilion Flycatcher? 
Someone responded, “Can’t be, that’s a western spe-
cies.” It went out of sight, the group walked on, and I 
had to take a virtual work meeting at the bench over-
looking the impoundment. 

I truly did not know the species at this stage, but I 
was convinced that it was something unique and my 
heart was thumping! The only reason Vermilion Flycatcher came to mind was that I had seen one in a recent 
Twitter post by @qthetrackcoach — one of the first birders that I followed after Black Birder’s Week and the events 
surrounding Christian Cooper. I scrambled to get an ID online during my meeting and the great community at 
reddit.com/r/whatsthisbird quickly agreed: juvenile male Vermilion Flycatcher. I did my best to sound the alarm 
on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and eBird. Sadly, it was not refound. Other juvenile male Vermilion Flycatcher 
reports were seen out of range in Michigan (September 28), in Cape May, New Jersey (October 23), and in Que-
bec, Canada (October 22). This Vermilion Flycatcher represents the second Pennsylvania record (the first one 
being in Tioga County 1991) and the first Philadelphia County record.

In the end, I am grateful I got my camera on it or else it almost certainly would have been lost to memory or 
assumed a misidentification. It was a real treat to see. I am also grateful that it introduced me to DVOC and the 
Philadelphia birding community. If it turns out my birding peak came a couple of months into the hobby, I will 
still be more than happy!

Daniel Kalamarides
Philadelphia, PA

A Touch-and-Go Sabine’s Gull at Green Lane Reservoir
October 10, 2020, was a warm autumn day with plenty of sun and high clouds. A mild southwest breeze added 

to the late summer feel. I stopped at my local Green Lane Reservoir after school, around 1:30 pm. It felt like a 
“birdy” afternoon, with migrant ducks and a few shorebirds taking advantage of the shallow water. A swarm of 
several hundred Tree Swallows swooped to catch insects in the adjoining fields. Barely 15 minutes in, though, I 
was called away on a sudden errand and had to leave. I was less than thrilled, but little did I know that this errand 
would result in one of my all-time favorite birding experiences.

I returned to the reservoir after 4:00 pm with binoculars and scope, but no camera (“just a quick scan," I 
thought). The action began before I even reached the parking lot. Four gulls sailed in from the west, heading 
towards me. One was a lot smaller than the rest, an odd sight in early October. I stopped the car to take a quick 
look, and my heart dropped. “It’s a Sabine’s Gull!” I shouted, pulling into the lot and springing out of my seat. The 
striking pattern of white and black triangles in its wings was simply amazing to see. The bird slowly circled down, 

Vermilion Flycatcher. Photo by Daniel Kalamarides.
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landing far out on the reservoir with the Lesser Black-backed Gulls. In the time it took to run to the shore and set 
up my scope, the bird had dipped for a drink and taken off again. This time it flew towards me, and for a few time-
less moments I enjoyed this graceful flier in all its glory, glowing in the afternoon sun. In only a minute or two, the 
bird took one more loop around the water, then set its course straight southwest and flapped steadily out of sight. 
I was shaking with excitement and contacted as many birders as I could, but this Arctic traveler never returned.

Reflecting on this great day afterward, I realized that we know so little about the lives and travels of some of 
our migrant species. What was it about this day that made this juvenile Sabine’s Gull drop out of the sky for a 
moment’s rest? Was it tired of fighting a headwind, or simply thirsty for a drink of water? Moments like these are 
part of why birding is so fascinating. If I had not stopped by the reservoir at this exact time, I would have entirely 
missed this special traveler. Every spring through fall, try visiting your local water body more often, even when it 
does not seem like birds are on the move. Who knows what you will find: the sky’s the limit.

Paul Heveran
Upper Hanover Township, PA

Short-Eared Owl on the Deck
In November 2020, with our children out of the house, my wife and I decided to downsize.  Our house sold 

in a few days and we had not found somewhere to go, so we rented a 4th floor apartment in the center of Paoli, 
Pennsylvania. With the coming of winter, I was lamenting the loss of my bird feeders (apartments have rules).

On the morning of November 21, I awoke to my wife and youngest daughter talking in the family room. As I 
came into the room, my daughter said, “Dad, there’s an owl on the deck.”  Knowing my daughter is not a birder, 
I was taking this lightly. So I looked out on the deck and there was an owl perched on the top of a chair next to 

the window of our bedroom. So my mind went into 
“birder mode." Our apartment was right across the 
street from the wooded Airdrie Forest Preserve, so 
seeing an owl would not be that surprising. But this 
was not a Screech Owl. It was way too large. It was not 
a Barred Owl. Not chunky enough. And it was not a 
Great Horned Owl. Suddenly my mind had to do a 
reset. What other owl could be perched on a 4th floor 
deck of an apartment building in Paoli? So I walked 
up to the window in our bedroom and was literally 
one foot from the owl. It turned its head to look at 
me. OMG, a Short-eared Owl! A medium sized owl 
with yellow eyes, black triangular eye patches, small 
ear tufts, and an overall buffy appearance.

Short-eared Owls are medium sized owls that 
breed across Canada and the northwestern United 
States. They vacate most of their breeding range 
in Canada and winter in most of the United States 
except New Mexico, Arizona, and the southeastern 
United States. They are typically found in wide open 
grasslands, fields, or marshes. They are usually seen 
flying low over fields hunting for small rodents.Short-eared Owl. Photo by Jeff Wahl.
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A Short-eared Owl is seen every few years in Chester County, usually in wide open areas in the western 
or northern part of the county. Sightings in the last 15 years have occurred at Doe Run, Exton Park, Struble 
Lake, Bucktoe Creek Preserve, and recently at the Bryn Coed Preserve. 

After letting the local birders get photos, and waiting a few hours, I shooed the owl off. It banked around 
the building and headed west. Not only was this an enjoyable sighting, but it was a very unusual location for 
a Short-eared Owl. Presumably the owl migrated in overnight and took a rest on our deck before finding 
suitable habitat. 

Jeff Wahl
Paoli, PA

First Record of Tundra Bean-Goose (Anser serrirostris) in  
Pennsylvania

Early in the morning of December 16, 2020, 
after about an hour of scanning through nearly a 
thousand Canada Geese roosting on Springton 
Reservoir near Media, Delaware County, Pennsyl-
vania, I noticed a mostly brownish goose mixed in 
with the flock about halfway out in the reservoir. At 
that distance in the mist and poor light, I noticed it 
had a thick brown neck, brown head, white flank 
stripe, and a dark bill with a pale saddle. At over a 
quarter mile away, the coloration and bill pattern 
looked good for Pink-footed Goose (Anser brachy-
rhynchus), so I texted out the sighting to the local 
birding chat groups. After a short minute or two the 
bird flew with Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) as 
I was setting up to try and digiscope some photos. 
I observed the bird flying mostly directly towards 
me, then the flock veered to my left and disap-
peared behind a line of trees as they headed south. 

Fortunately, about an hour later Jason Horn 
was able to relocate the bird foraging on the ath-
letic fields of the nearby Springfield Lake Middle 
School and immediately see the obvious orange legs and bill markings, conclusively identifying the bird as 
a Bean-Goose. The bird then flew to a nearby subdivision and was feeding with Canada Geese in backyard 
lawns. Dozens of birders were able to quickly converge on the bird in that neighborhood and later back at the 
middle school and obtained many photographs until the bird flew off into a snowstorm at 2:51 pm.

Based on photographs, this individual bird appears to have been the same Tundra Bean-Goose observed 
earlier in the fall (November 8–22) in Gatineau County, Quebec and just east of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
That bird had been initially identified as a Taiga Bean-Goose (A. fabalis), but later accepted as a Tundra Bean-
Goose by the Ontario Bird Records Committee. Based on the opinion of experts consulted by that committee, 
the bird was identified as a member of the rossica subspecies, which breeds in northern Russia and Siberia and 
winters in western and central Europe (Riley et al. 2020). 

Tundra Bean-Goose. Photo by Kevin Berkoff. 
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The next morning (December 17), a few birders were able to see the Bean-Goose again with Canada Geese on 
Springton Reservoir, but it flew out at 8:45 am, not to be seen again all day. Early the following morning (Decem-
ber 18), it was found roosting on nearby Crum Creek Reservoir and observed for over an hour before flying out 
at 8:47 am. Unlike the previous day, the bird was relocated with a foraging Canada Goose flock later in the day. 
Barry Marsh and David Fleischmann found it at 11:03 am a few miles away on the snow-covered Springfield 
Country Club golf course.  

For the next two days it was seen early in the morning on Crum Creek Reservoir, then relocated mid-morn-
ings on the golf course where hundreds of birders were able to see it throughout the day. Then on December 20, 
the bird flew northeast from Springfield Country Club about 10:24 am. It was seen briefly at nearby Halderman 
Field Park, but after 11:00 am it spent the rest of the morning and afternoon at Rolling Green Golf Course.

Sadly for those who did not chase the bird over the weekend, the bird was not relocated on Monday morning 
(December 21) by the dozens of birders looking for it at Crum Creek Reservoir at dawn or the nearby golf courses 
throughout the day. The saga of Pennsylvania’s first Tundra Bean-Goose appeared to be over.

Then on the afternoon of January 9, 2021, Linda Goschke photographed the bird floating on the Schuylkill 
River in Philadelphia, less than ten miles from where it had disappeared. Hundreds of additional birders were 
able to enjoy sightings of this bird as it drifted around Fairmount Park and the Schuylkill River in West Phila-
delphia for over two weeks. It was frequently seen having aggressive encounters with nearby Canada Geese, and 
was given the appellation “Mean Bean” on the local BirdPhilly Chatter group on WhatsApp. Mean Bean was last 
reported on January 31, and was subsequently accepted as a Pennsylvania first state record by the Pennsylvania 
Ornithological Records Committee (record 107-01-2020).

Amazingly, what appears to be the same individual Tundra Bean-Goose was seen on March 14–16, 2021, on 
Saratoga Lake, Saratoga, New York. This bird was accepted by the New York State Avian Records Committee in 
the Fall of 2021 (Gary Chapin, pers. comm.).

While this wandering individual bird represents the first verified record for the northeastern United States, 
there is at least one previous record for the eastern United States, a bird shot by hunters in Arkansas on January 
25, 2018 (Arkansas Rare Birds Database). Surprisingly, on the heels of this first Pennsylvania record, a second 
individual Tundra Bean-Goose with different bill markings was photographed on May 2, 2021, at Big Island on 
the Conejohela Flats, Susquehanna River, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

With a scattering of previous and subsequent records in the Canadian Maritimes and Prairie Provinces and 
along the West Coast, individual Tundra Bean-Geese might show up occasionally in wintering Canada Goose 
flocks anywhere in North America. Tundra Bean-Goose is closely related to the Taiga Bean-Goose, with a recent 
study suggesting they should be considered a single species (Ottenburghs et al. 2020). Separating the two in 
the field can be challenging (AEWA European Goose Management Platform, Foley 2021). In addition, as I dis-
covered with my initial sighting, observers in the eastern United States need to be more aware of the potential 
vagrancy of this species, and greater care needs to be taken in separating distant or quickly seen brown-necked 
geese from the closely-related and more expected Pink-footed Goose.
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Robert Fergus
Wallingford, PA

The Remarkable Allen’s Hummingbird
On December 9, 2020, a chilly winter morning in Springfield, Delaware County, Pennsylvania, I was walking 

through the kitchen when my eye caught a flash of hummingbird zipping past my window. I hurried into the back 
sunroom where sure enough, the tiny bird had landed on my nectar feeder. Fortunately, my partner Adrian Binns 
was keeping the feeder fresh, as I had totally forgotten about it for the past months. We knew it was a Selasphorous 
species, but could not tell if it was a Rufous or Allen’s Hummingbird. Either way, we were delighted to host this 
rare winter visitor, and invited local birders to come see it in our backyard. She/he came to the nectar feeder once 
or twice an hour that day and the next — consistently enough to call Sandy Lockerman, a licensed hummingbird 
bander. Sandy and her husband Gary drove from Harrisburg on December 11, and were able to quickly catch and 
place a tiny, uniquely-numbered, silver band on the bird’s leg. Sandy confirmed it was a mature, female Allen’s 
Hummingbird — only the 6th record for the species in Pennsylvania.

We called her “Allena” and welcomed birders from around the region to see her (with mask-wearing and 
social-distancing protocols in place, during the extraordinary circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic). For 
many, it was a life bird, or life-state bird, and we were delighted that she stayed active in our small suburban yard, 
sunning herself in several small deciduous trees in between visits to the nectar feeder. I believe she spent each 

night tucked into a dense cluster of yew, pine, and 
holly trees in our property border hedgerow. 

On December 16, nor’easter “Gail” landed in 
our region, with freezing rain starting at mid-day, 
continuing overnight and ending with 3 inches 
of wet snow at dawn. I breathed a sigh of relief 
to see Allena at 7:04 am the next morning, right 
on schedule, buzzing around the nectar feeder. A 
plastic umbrella-hood kept the nectar holes open, 
and Allena seemed unfazed by the freezing temps. 
In an extraordinary twist for the local birding 
community, December 16 was also the morning 
that Rob Fergus and Jason Horn found a Tundra 
Bean-Goose at the nearby Springton Reservoir 
and Springton Lake Middle School — only the 
second-ever record in the eastern US. That is the 
subject of another article, but I mention it because 
its presence influenced the number of people who 
saw the Allen’s Hummingbird in my yard. Hun-
dreds of birders flocked as quickly as possible to Allen's Hummingbird. Photo by Peter DeStefano. 
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my little corner of Delaware County to see the Bean-Goose, and an Allen’s Hummingbird, another east coast 
rarity, was an extra treat!

Both the Bean-Goose and the Allen’s Hummingbird made it through the snowstorm, delighting hundreds of 
visitors for several more days. On Saturday, December 19, 2020, I waited till 7:05 am to see Allena, before heading 
out to cover my usual section of the Glenolden Christmas Bird Count. While I was out birding, 129 people visited 
my house to see and photograph the Allen’s Hummingbird; she was a popular side attraction to the star Tundra 
Bean-Goose, less than 5 miles away.

As it happened, December 19, 2020, was the last day that Allena was sighted in my Delaware County backyard. 
More than 330 birders from 13 states had come to see her over the 11 days in my yard, including some people who 
tried unsuccessfully on Sunday, too. Allen’s Hummingbird was an exciting new addition to the 99th Glenolden 
Christmas Bird Count. However, this remarkable story does not end here.

On January 6, 2021, birder Peter DeStefano stepped out of his urban row home in East Falls, Philadelphia, 
and noticed a hummingbird zipping high into a spruce tree across the street. He put his camera up fast, and got 
photos of a Selasphorous that looked very similar to the one that spent 11 days in Delaware County. Philly birders 
came running, and soon there were several pictures that showed a band on its right leg. Pete set up feeders on 
his back deck, but this hummingbird appeared infrequently, did not initially come to feeders, and was only seen 
high in the spruce tree. Meanwhile, brief daily sightings provided more photos to compare “Pete’s bird” to Allena, 
of which there were many photos. Field marks aligned, and two digits of the leg band matched Allena’s leg band. 
Finally, Pete’s hummingbird decided to visit his backyard patio feeder with some frequency, providing potential 
opportunity for capture. I connected Pete to Sandy Lockerman, and on January 13, she drove to Philadelphia, and 
was able to capture and confirm that the bird was the same Allen’s Hummingbird that spent 11 days in Delaware 
County, about 10 miles away. Allena ultimately spent 15 days in Philadelphia, from January 6 to 22, 2021, seen 
and enjoyed by more than 100 birders.

Sandy Lockerman is one of 200 federally-licensed hummingbird banders in the United States, with decades 
of banding and field experience. She has banded many Rufous Hummingbirds, but only a handful of Allen’s. 
Individual recaptures are rare, and add important data to ongoing hummingbird research. Thanks to Sandy’s 
expertise, we learned that Allena’s weight increased slightly from December to January (from 3.04 to 3.31 grams), 
and she seemed healthy and active. 

There are seven known records of Allen’s Hummingbird in Pennsylvania, counting as separate, Philadelphia 
and Delaware County sightings of the same individual. In 2018, Sandy banded an Allen’s in Harrisburg, Dauphin 
County. Another bird spent weeks in Pipersville, Bucks County, in late 2012 through early 2013. In 2012, Scott 
Weidensaul banded an Allen’s Hummingbird in Lansdale, Montgomery County. There are species reports in 2009 
and 2010 from Lancaster County. By contrast, Rufous Hummingbirds are a much more common winter vagrant 
in Pennsylvania - probably more common than we know. Photos are available on this blog, by my partner Adrian 
Binns: https://wildsidenaturetours.com/notes-from-the-wilds/extraordinary-winter-rarities/

The 2020–2021 winter season was extraordinary in many ways — not only for the global COVID-19 pan-
demic, but Pennsylvania’s 6th Allen’s Hummingbird, and a Tundra Bean-Goose! It was even more incredible that 
both of these birds were relocated about 10 days later, 10 miles away, within a few miles of each other.  They must 
have known that the metro-Philly birding community is awesome!

Debbie Beer
Springfield, PA
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Brood Parasitism
In the spring of 2021, I heard an 

enormous voice’s complicated buzzy 
song full of chips and tweets. When 
I eventually found the bird, I discov-
ered that it was a little Song Sparrow 
singing atop a tree. His mate, who I 
called Melody, often visited the seeds I 
put out on the ground. This pair soon 
nested nearby and came around quite 
often. On July 6 and during the next 
few days, I saw three Brown-headed 
Cowbirds. While they were around 
my house, I remember them hopping 
around in the trees looking at me, 
not suspecting a thing. One cowbird 
stayed behind and I named it Vex for 
its annoying habit of chirping in the 
same tree for hours a day. Whenever I got too close, Vex would hop to the next tree and do the same thing. 

A month and a half later, I saw another cowbird who I named Vex Jr. In hindsight, this was probably an unre-
lated cowbird to Vex, as Vex was probably a fledgling. This “Vex Jr.” acted just like Vex; chirped like crazy and 
hopped around on the floor (it was not a strong flier yet). Its foster mom was often seen close to it and she would 
always stare me down whenever I got too close. On August 22, out of my window and at my bird feeder, I saw 
her feeding it. I was amazed at the size difference and how such a big cowbird, probably twice the size of the Song 
Sparrow, can survive and how the Song Sparrow did not notice at all. Vex Jr. and its foster mom did this several 
times and I eventually managed to take a few pictures. A week or so later, a few cowbirds stopped by. That was the 
last day I ever saw Vex Jr., but I have seen Melody and her mate plenty since.

Ethan Kang (age 13 at the time of this experience)
Garnet Valley, PA

Song sparrow "foster parent" feeding a young Brown-headed Cowbird. Photo 
by Ethan Kang.


